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	Drupal is a content management framework that powers web sites from simple online brochures to more advanced sites including social networking sites, blogs, e-commerce sites, business portals, and more. It is free, open source software that allows anyone to quickly and easily build web sites. Its full range of modules—including user permissions, security mechanisms, JavaScript menus, image uploaders, WYSIWYG editors, and more— helps you easily create the foundation for a powerful web site. With its templating system (and a few tips and tricks), any graphic design file can be used to create a Drupal web site.

	

	Foundation Drupal 7 covers all the topics necessary to quickly build Drupal-powered web sites, explaining in simple terms how Drupal works and providing you with concepts, tips, and code snippets for every step of the development process. From setting up a Drupalready web host and installing Drupal to using the administrative interface and configuring a site from start to finish, there is something here for everyone. In addition to thoroughly discussing all of Drupal’s core modules, this book reviews more than 50 contributed modules, including WYSIWYG HTML editors, JavaScript drop-down menus, web forms, and even the powerful Views module. Stephanie Pakrul, creator and maintainer of the Fusion theme, coauthors a chapter on how to lay out and add graphics to a site through Drupal’s administrative section. After reading this book, you will walk away with everything you need to know to quickly and successfully build a Drupal-powered web site.

	

	Whether you’re an experienced Drupal site builder looking to expand your skills, a web developer or designer interested in learning Drupal, or a weekend hobbyist looking to build your first site, Foundation Drupal 7 will give you the knowledge and inspiration you need to bring your ideas to life.


	What you’ll learn

	
		Significantly decrease the amount of time it takes you to code a feature-rich website.
	
		Understand how Drupal works and learn best practices to quickly integrate Drupal into every website you design.
	
		Learn how to configure a server and manage multiple websites and staging environments using popular server administration software (cPanel).
	
		Learn practical techniques to place Photoshop or Illustrator design files on a Drupal Content Management System.
	
		Have a reference manual and cookbook at your fingertips for help with CSS,popular Drupal modules, website recipes, code snippets and more.
			
				

			


	



	Who this book is for


	The primary audience for this book is web site designers throughout the world interested in using Drupal to build web sites. The audience may have previous experience using Drupal but do not consider themselves proficient. They are familiar with coding a basic HTML/CSS web site, although these skills are not required to benefit from the book.


	The secondary audience for this book is freelance Drupal developers who actively use Drupal to build web sites. They are proficient developers interested in reducing development time and learning Drupal best practices.
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Building Storage NetworksMcGraw-Hill, 2001

	Praise for the first edition of "Building Storage Networks": 'This book is the Bible of storage networking' - Dave Hill, Senior Storage Analyst, the Aberdeen Group. Now more than ever, especially in the age of e-commerce, data must be available and accessible 24x7 on a network. This easy-to-understand book clearly explains...
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The Essential Patient Handbook: Getting the Health Care You Need - From Doctors Who KnowDemos Medical Publishing, 2004

	The Essential Patient Handbook was written for the millions of Americans who are dissatisfied with their medical care, and are looking for a practical no-nonsense way to get the help they need from their doctors. It contains lessons learned by two doctors (husband and wife) who endured immense challenges on the patient side of the...
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Multidetector-Row CT of the Thorax (Medical Radiology / Diagnostic Imaging)Springer, 2005

	With the advent of multidetector-row technology, excitement has returned to computed tomography. Not only can we now image faster and with better resolution than ever before. More importantly, the development of sophisticated image acquisition techniques has enabled us to venture into areas previously considered to be beyond the scope of CT...
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Environmental Reform in the Information Age: The Contours of Informational GovernanceCambridge University Press, 2008
As the information revolution continues to accelerate, the environment remains high on public and political agendas around the world. These two topics are rarely connected, but information - its collection, processing, accessibility and verification - is crucial in dealing with environmental challenges such as climate change, unsustainable...
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Learning VMware vCloud AirPackt Publishing, 2015

	Leverage VMware's latest public cloud offering to build an efficient hybrid cloud infrastructure for your business


	About This Book

	
		Create, deploy, and manage virtualized workloads on a public cloud platform using VMware vCloud Air
	
		Dive into the world of VMware vCloud and discover the...
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Learn SQL Server Administration in a Month of Lunches: Covers Microsoft SQL Server 2005-2014Manning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		Learn SQL Server Administration in a Month of Lunches is the perfect way to get started with SQL Server operations, including maintenance, backup and recovery, high availability, and performance monitoring. In about an hour a day over a month, you'll learn exactly what you can do, and what you...
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